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Sole Edition: Of Oustanding Rarity
1. AMAYA, Francisco de. Desengaños de los bienes Humanos. Obra posthuma ...
sacala a luz Doña Luisa de la Vega su heredera, viuda de don Francisco de Amaya. (Ed.
Luisa de la Vega). Madrid: Melchor Alvarez, 1681.
$1,250
4to, [12] leaves, 287 pp.; detailed half-page armorial engraving at head of
dedication; woodcut headpiece and capital on first text page; woodcut tailpieces.
Contemporary limp vellum somewhat stained; damp stains, mostly marginal, at
end; four leaves (quire Aa) with brownish stains.
FIRST (and only) EDITION of this posthumous publication by the Spanish jurist
Francisco de Amaya, edited and published by his widow, Luisa de la Vega.
Amaya, active during the first half of the 17th century, taught law at the
Universities of Salamanca and Osuna, and was a member of the Supreme
Tribunal of Valladolid.
In the present posthumous philosophical/religious work, titled Disillusions of
Human Goods, the author attempts to demonstrate the fragility and misery of
mankind, and that glory and literary reputations are mere illusions. The work is
divided into 18 chapters, each devoted to an aspect of human life, e.g., The
World, its fabric, how it is conceived by Philosophers and theologians, etc.; Man
in all his aspects: his conception and birth, the dignity of human nature, man's
misery, fragility, vanity, etc.; Human Life: its brevity and pains, the difficulties of
old age, etc.; Wealth; Sciences and Letters; Rulers and Kings, etc.
This sole edition is of remarkable rarity: no copy may be located in any American
collection.
§ Palau I, 10878; J. Simón Díaz, Bibliografía de la Literatura Hispánica V, 2213.
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2. [ARISTOTLE. Analytica posteriora] EUSTRATIUS. Alexandri Afrodisei et
Eustratii ... Commentaria in II. Librum Posteriorum Resolutiuorum Aristotelis. (Ed. &
Tr. Andreas Gratiolus). Venice: Girolamo Scoto, 1568.
$975
Folio (32-1/2 x 22 cm = 12-3/4 x 8-3/4 in), 136 pages; printed in double columns,
Aristotle's text in italic with roman for the commentary; woodcut portrait of
Aristotle on title; woodcut diagram on p. 60; woodcut printer's mark on last
page. Contemporary limp vellum, title in ink along spine; some light damp
stains.
Rare edition of the commentary of Eustratius on Book 2 of Aristotle's Posterior
Analytics, with the text of Aristotle in Latin translation interspersed within the
commentary. The Posterior Analytics is a
work which deals with logic, exploring
how knowledge can be sought and
analyzed; it is the work in which
Aristotle developed the principle of the
syllogism.
Although the title of the volume
proclaims that included are also the
commentary
of
the
Peripatetic
philosopher Alexander of Aphrodisias
(fl. 200 AD), the most celebrated of the
Ancient Greek commentators on the
writings of Aristotle, this cannot be the
case since Alexander's commentary has
not survived. This edition consists of the
commentary
by
Eustratius,
Metropolitan bishop of Nicaea in the
early 12th century, known for his
commentaries
on
Aristotle's
Nicomachean Ethics and these Posterior
Analytics. Since Eustratius occasionally
cites fragments of Alexander, it is
evident that he was influenced by him,
and consequently the editor and
translator, the Italian physician and
Hellenist Andreas Gratiolus, active in
the second half of the 16th century, credits Alexander as being partly responsible
for this commentary.
It should be noted that whereas Gratiolus issued the present edition as the work
of both Alexander of Aphrodisias and Eustratius, he had previously published
this commentary, in 1542, under the proper ascription to Eustratius alone. The
present revised second edition is quite rare: besides a handful of copies in
European libraries, OCLC locates only two copies in American collections: Folger
and U. of Texas.
§ EDIT16, CNCE 1075; Risse, Bibliographia Logica, vol. 1, p. 76.
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Rare First Edition, by an Enigmatic Translator
3. BASIL, Saint, Bishop of Caesarea. Epistolae aliquot selectiores, antea non versae.
(Tr. Jacobus Mycreus). Paris: Simon de Colines, 27 May 1531.
$1,250
8vo, 50 leaves; text in roman; Colines's device [Tempus II] on title. Modern
boards, leather label along spine titled in gilt.

FIRST EDITION in Latin translation of
this collection of Letters by the fourthcentury theologian Basil of Caesarea,
also known as Basil the Great, whose
Letters were directed towards the
improvement of the liturgy, and
contributed much to the development
of the concept of the Trinity and the
reformation
of
the
monastic
institutions of the East. His letters
show that he actively worked to
reform thieves and prostitutes. They
also show him encouraging his clergy
not to be tempted by wealth or the
comparatively easy life of a priest, and
that he personally took care in
selecting worthy candidates for holy
orders. He also had the courage to
criticize public officials who failed in
their duty of administering justice.
This Latin translation is the work of
the enigmatic 'Jacobus Mycreus'
whose only recorded work this is; Johann Albert Fabricius in his classic
Bibliotheca Graeca (vol. 8 [1717], p. 84) suggested that “Mycreus” was an
alias for the great French humanist Guillaume Budé, and more recently the
editors of the Correspondence of the Swiss reformer Heinrich Bullinger,
successor of Huldrych Zwingli, pointed out that Mycreus is “obviously” to
be identified with Jakob Lemonius, the Hellenist and state physician of
Basel: see Heinrich Bullinger, Briefwechsel, vol. 11 (2005) p. 288, note 1:
"Jakob Lemonius, ein des Griechischen kundiger Arzt aus Graubünden ...
ist offenbar identisch mit Jakob Mycreus."
This Colines edition is quite rare: besides a handful of copies in European
libraries, OCLC locates only one copy in an American collection (BYU).
§ Renouard, Colines, p. 174; Moreau IV, 37.
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4. BIBLE. O.T. Apocrypha. 1 Maccabees. [Greek & Latin] Liber Hasmonaeorum qui
vulgo prior Machabaeorum. (Ed., Tr., & Comm. J. Drusius ). Franeker: Aegidius
Radaeus, 1600.
$1,500
Three parts in one volume, 4to, [12], 95, 56, 56 pages; Greek and roman types,
with frequent use of Hebrew. Contemporary vellum over boards; title in ink
along spine; some quires browned due to quality of paper; totally untrimmed
copy, preserving all deckle edges.
Very rare FIRST (and apparently only) EDITION of a three-part edition of 1
Maccabees. The first part consists of the Septuagint Greek text of 1 Maccabees
accompanied by the original Latin version of Joannes Drusius (1550-1616), Dutch
Protestant Hebraist, professor of Oriental Languages at Oxford, Leiden, Ghent,
and Franeker. Drusius's Latin version is printed along the outer margins. The
second part consists of Drusius's 56-page, double-column commentary which
often quotes the Hebrew text.
The third part, with its own title page titled Ad primum Macbaeorum disputatio, is
at treatment of 1 Maccabees from a legal perspective by the celebrated Italian
jurist Alberico Gentili (1552-1608), who served as the Regius professor of civil law
at the University of Oxford for 21 years, after he settled in England due to his
having adopted Protestantism. Gentili is recognized as one of the founders of the
science of international law. At the opening of his Disputatio, addressed to Tobias
Matthew, at the time Bishop of Durham and eventually Archbishop of York,
Gentili defends a jurist's right to comment on Mosaic law. This text was reissued
in 1604.
§ Adams B-1646; BM STC Dutch and Flemish 1470-1600, p. 29.
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With References to American Indians and the Smoking of Tobacco
5. BOUCHET, Guillaume. Les Serées... Divisées en trois livres ... Edition derniere.
Augmentée & reveuë par l'Autheur ... outre toutes les precedentes impressions cy devant
faictes. Lyon: Simon Rigaud, 1615.
$1,250
Three parts bound in one volume, 12mo, 464 pp.; 328 pp. (misn. 338); [1] leaf, 310
pp., [1] blank leaf; first title printed in red and black; woodcut printer's device on
titles; typographical headpieces, some ornamental initials. Contemporary calf,
back gilt in compartments, with five raised bands; spine extremities worn, with
other surface wear; main title dusty; margins a bit short but never affecting
printed text.
Posthumously revised edition of the complete three books of the Serées (i.e.,
"Soirées," or after-dinner talks) by Guillaume Bouchet (1513-1593), a bookseller of
Poitiers, member of the literary group of the city. Bouchet's popular Serées consist
of essays, anecdotes, and jokes which formed the wide variety of subjects of the
conversations of the group meeting in the evening.
The stories were intended to amuse an unsophisticated readership, devoid of
prudishness, and are consequently often quite Rabelaisian in content — Brunet
(I, 1166) expressed his disgust for the obscenities and double-entendres that fill
the work, and whose humor, he felt, could only be appreciated by people who
have a special taste for these kinds of obscene jokes.
Bouchet published three collections of Serées, each originally comprising twelve
books: the first in 1584, a second in 1597, and a third in 1598. The three collections
were first published together in 1608 with the text considerably revised and
augmented from a copy made by the author. The text of the present Lyon
edition, whose title boasts of being "revised and augmented beyond all editions
so far printed,” and was issued with title page dated 1614 or 1615, may be the
second complete edition—another edition dated 1615 was issued in Rouen.
Each book deals with a specific topic: the entire first book concerns wine,
accounting for the Serées being included in enological bibliographies. Other
books cover subjects on such diverse topics as water, women and girls, dogs,
horses, newlyweds, cuckolds, thieves, monsters, hunchbacks, lawyers and the
law, physicians and medicine, music and musical instruments, artists and their
works (with mention of Michelangelo, Raphael, Mantegna, et al), descriptions of
diseases such as cancer and lupus and their supposed causes, languages, Moors
and Negroes, fat people and diet, pregnant women, blindness, dreams, etc.
Besides the obligatory references to classical authors, Bouchet cites more modern
literary figures such as Boccaccio, Rabelais, Ronsard, and Henri Estienne; his
most frequently cited author, however, is Montaigne whose first book of Essays
had been published in 1580; it is clear that Bouchet was one of the earliest writers
to cite Montaigne's classic work, beginning in 1584, date of the first collection of
Serées.
It appears to have remained unnoticed that Bouchet's work contains numerous
references to the New World, including Brazil, Peru, Mexico, and Canada, of
which the following may be cited:
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VOLUME I:
Book 2: The author reports on the deleterious effects on humans of the waters of
Brazil and 'la Floride' (pp. 85-86).
Book 4: Bouchet tells of a traveler to America reporting that, "our dances are
more lascivious than those of the Americans and savages of Brazil, even though
they dance in the nude" ('nos danses estoyent plus lascives que celles des
Ameriquains & sauvages de la terre de Bresil, encore qu'ils soiyent nuds"). He
furthermore relates that the Indians dance to the rhythm of the music provided
by "large reeds open at one end" (161-162).
Book 5: Bouchet refers to "the Devil of the savages of America whom they call
Aignan" ('le Diable des Sauvages de l'Amerique, qu'il nomment Aignan' [196]).
VOLUME II:
Book 17: Account of an American beast named 'Hay,' resembling a she-monkey
that is believed never to eat but survives merely on odors and wind (145).
Book 20: In this book, which deals with hunchbacks and other bodily
deformities, the relatively normal and straight posture of American natives is
attributed to their having not been swaddled in restrictive linen when young
(214).
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Book 20: Reports of Brazilian Indians who, because of the decorative feathers
adorning their bodies, are believed to have furry bodies (219).
Book 22: On the sexual customs of Canadian Indians during the female's
pregnancy (251).
Book 24: Mexican women's method of nursing their young (313).
VOLUME III:
Book 25: A relatively detailed reference to smoking and tobacco, which is
described as "... A plant which the Americans (a part of the world recently
discovered, extending over more than 2000 leagues) name Petum; they take four
or five leaves of it, which they let dry in the sun, and which they then roll up into
another larger leaf, like a spice cone; this done, they light the small end and bring
the cone to their mouth, puffing smoke from it, a practice which feeds them for
five or six days without their needing to consume anything else; they do this
especially when they go to war and when necessity forces them. Whether one
partakes of nicotiane, or Queen's Grass (which some now also call Petum), and
fails to find this quality in it, rest assured that these two plants have nothing in
common … with the real Petum of the Americans (17).
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Description of Indians smoking Tobacco
Book 31: An exchange between a Brazilian Indian and a French merchant
illustrating the insatiable avarice of 'civilized' people, who will risk dangers and
even death crossing the seas to acquire riches, only to lose them when they die,
whereas the Indians, whom we call 'savages', simply depend on the bounty of
nature and the fertility of the soil (186-187).
Book 35: On the language of Brazilian natives (265).
Despite all these examples—and possibly others not detected—Bouchet's work is
not cited in any catalogue or bibliography of Americana, including Borba de
Moraes's Bibliographia Brasiliana.
§ Brunet I, 1165; Tchemerzine I, 932-933.
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Handsomely Rubricated Estienne Caesar
6. CAESAR, Caius Julius.
Estienne, 1544.

Rerum ab se gestarum commentarii. Paris: Robert
$2,500

8vo (leaf size: 158 x 97 mm), [16] leaves, 523 pp., [54] leaves [the last 52 leaves
(indices) are bound at the end of the Eutropius]; italic type; Estienne woodcut
device on title; two double-page woodcut maps and five full-page woodcut
plates.
BOUND WITH:

EUTROPIUS. Eutropii Epitome belli Gallici ex Suetonii Tranquilli monumentis quae
desiderantur. In C, Iulii Caesaris commentarios de bello Gallico ac Civili, Henrici
Glareani poetae laureati annotationes. Paris: R. Estienne, 1544. 134 pp., [9] leaves;
italic type; Estienne woodcut device on title. Handsome modern goatskin giltruled in antique style, two concentric double fillet gilt frames on sides, with gilt
fleur de lys at outer corners of inner frame, flat spine with similar gilt pattern; all
edges gilt.
A very fine copy, in a most appropriate,
handsome modern binding, respectful of the
period; the blank outer and lower margins
of the title-page of Caesar were expertly
restored at an early date, not affecting the
text; a persistent small round wormhole
runs through the inner margins of the
Caesar, but never touching the text. Both
works were decorated in the sixteenth
century with a total of 32 painted initials,
including one illuminated in gold at the
opening of the text of Caesar, two painted in
blue, and the rest in red.
I. A stunning copy of Robert Estienne's
handy edition of Caesar, illuminated and
rubricated at the period. The text is printed
in Estienne's new italic, introduced the
previous year. The text follows that of the
1513 Aldine edition, and even reproduces
Aldus's preface to the reader. In his own
note to the reader Estienne claims to have
improved the text from ancient manuscript
evidence, as well as from the help of some of
his learned friends.
The Estienne Caesar is rare in such good
condition, and with all seven woodcut plates
present: these consist of the two double-page maps of Gaul and Spain, and the
full-page woodcuts of Caesar's bridge over the Rhine, views of Bourges, Alesia,
Marseille, and Uxellodunum. These seven Paris blocks were adapted from the
illustrations in the Aldine edition, and were used the previous year by Vascosan
in his folio Caesar (see Mortimer, French Books, no. 124).
CONTINUED-!
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Following Caesar's text is the geographical alphabetical commentary by
Raimundus Marlianus. At the end of the Eutropius is an interesting Latin-French
glossary of place names mentioned by Caesar.
II. As a companion to the Caesar, with which it is often bound, Estienne printed
this epitome attributed to Eutropius of Suetonius's account of the Gallic War;
following Eutropius's text are printed the commentaries on Caesar by the great
Swiss humanist Henricus Glareanus (1488-1563).
§ I. Renouard 61:15; Schweiger 42; Schreiber 72; II. Renouard 61:13; Schweiger 42;
Schreiber 73.
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Original MS of the Rules and Regulations of a Religious Order:
Signed by a Saint
7. COMPAGNIA DELLA PIETÀ DI S. AMBROGIO DI PAVIA. Decreti, o sia,
Ordini Della Compagnia intitollata La Pieta di novo fondata et eretta in Pavia sotto la
protettione del Padre Sto. Ambrosio, il giorno xviii Iuglio M.D.L.X.X.III. [Pavia]:
manuscript, dated 18 July 1573.
$4,800
4to (228 x 175 mm = 9" x 6-6/8"), 38 leaves, of which the last ten are blank; 20
lines per page, brownish ink in a clear hand. Loose in its original vellum
wrappers.
Original manuscript of the rules and regulations of the now defunct religious
monastic order known as the Compagnia della Pietà di S. Ambrogio di Pavia,
founded in 1572 in Pavia under Ippolito de' Rossi, bishop of the city.
The rules of the Compagnia, which was founded to assist the poor and needy,
are divided into three parts: I. Description of the purpose and title of the
company, its internal organization, the number, duties and functions of the
officers, and the method of electing them and their authority; II. How new
brothers are introduced, admitted or rejected, the frequency of meetings and
their secrecy; III. The ethical conduct of brothers and fulfillment of their duties
with regard to aid to the needy, as well as the punishments of those who violate
these rules.
The congregation was disbanded in 1803, as a result of the invasion of Pavia by
the troops of Napoleon, six years earlier.
The rules, dated 18 July 1573, are approved and signed by bishop Ippolito de'
Rossi (Hippolitus de Rubeis, also known as Hippolytus Rubeus, 1531-1591), and by
bishop Alexander Sauli (1534-1592). The latter, a saint of the Roman Catholic
Church, was appointed in 1571 by Pius V to the ancient see of Aleria in Corsica,
then bishop of Pavia; he was beatified by Benedict XIV, in 1742, and canonized by
Pope Pius X, 11 December 1904. His feast is celebrated on October 11.
A printed version of these rules was published in Milan, 1667, at the press of
Lodovico Monza; of this edition only one copy appears to be recorded, housed at
the University of Illinois.
§ G. Franchi, La Congregazione di S. Ambrogio, Pavia, 1897.

More photos on
next pages !
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No. 7
Two more photos on next page !
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No. 7
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Pseudonymous Roman à Clef
8. ERYTHRAEUS, Janus Nicius [i.e. ROSSI, Gian Vittorio]. Iani Nicii Erythraei
Eudemiae libri decem. Cologne [i.e. Amsterdam?]: Jost Kalckhoven [i.e. J. Blaeu?],
1645.
$750
12mo, [16], 253, [3]. Woodcut printer's device on title; woodcut ornamental
capitals; full-page engraved portrait of the author. Contemporary vellum over
boards; binding a bit soiled; some light browning of paper.
Bizarre allegorical and satirical roman à clef in Latin prose and verse, in which
everything and everyone appears to be pseudonymous—not only the names of
the characters and places, but even the name of the author himself, the printer
(Jodocus Calcovius), and the place of publication (Coloniae Ubiorum).
The author, Gian Vittorio Rossi (1591-1640), who wrote and published under a
Hellenized version of his name, 'Janus Nicius Erythraeus,' was trained in letters
and philosophy under the Jesuits at the Roman College, and then studied law at
the Sapienza University of Rome. In 1610 he was appointed secretary to Cardinal
Andrea Perreti, a position he held until the cardinal's death in 1628. He then
retired to his house on the Gianicolo in Rome, which became a meeting-place for
Rossi's fellow intellectuals, including Alessandro Tassoni, Giovanni Ciampoli,
Leone Allacci, Gabriel Naudé, et al.)

Rossi's earliest publication was a preliminary version of this work in eight books,
published in 1637 at an unnamed press but believed, on typographical grounds,
to be the Leiden branch of the Elzevirs (see Willems 456). In the present second—
but first complete—edition, two books have been added. The narrative begins
when two first-century Romans caught in the conspiracy of Sejanus against
Tiberius decide to avoid the emperor's wrath by fleeing by sea into voluntary
exile. They are caught in a storm which drives them to an island named
Eudemia, unknown to the rest of the world, and which the author places within
the same latitude as Plato's Atlantis and Thomas More's Utopia; however, whilst
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these two earlier models depicted societies that embraced the ideals of every
virtue, Rossi depicts the citizens of Eudemia (which gives its name to his book)
as reproducing, in startling fashion, the corrupt customs, not of ancient Rome,
but of the Rome of his own day—the Rome of the papacy. Everything that the
two exiles witness about the morals and customs of the inhabitants of Eudemia
make up the narrative of the work. Thus, under the guise of an allegory, the
author has unmasked the vices of his fellow-citizens, and in particular, of the
high dignitaries of the Roman Church.
Literary scholars and historians have been able to unmask some of the
protagonists' pseudonyms—e.g. ‘Tyrrhenus’ = Cardinal Fabio Chigi, the future
Pope Alexander VII—but others still await identification.
Although the title page states that the edition was printed at Cologne by Jodocus
Calcovius (Jost Kalckhoven, a known Cologne printer), it has been suggested that
the real printer was J. Blaeu in Amsterdam: see Willems, Les Elzevier, p. 114: note
to no. 456.
§ VD17 23:275940F; Paisey (BL German 17C), E546.
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"The Official Beginning of Neapolitan Historiography"
9. FACIO (also FAZIO), Bartolomeo. De rebus gestis ab Alphonso primo
Neapolitanorum Rege, commentariorum libri decem. (Ed. Giovanni Michele Bruto).
Lyon: Heirs of S. Gryphius, 1560.
$1,450
4to, 312 pp., [8] leaves; woodcut Gryphius device on title with a different one at
the end; woodcut ornamental initials. 19th-century boards with morocco label on
spine lettered in gilt; ownership signature at foot of title-page of David Holder of
Stuttgart, dated 1591; foxing on some leaves.
FIRST EDITION of the historical portrayal of Alfonso V of Aragon (1396-1458)
who, after his conquest of the Kingdom of Naples in 1442, became Alfonso I "the
Magnanimous" of Naples. According to Eduard Fueter, in his monumental
Geschichte der neueren Historiographie (1911, p. 39), Facio's classic work marks the
official beginning of Neapolitan historiography (“das Werk mit dem dann die
offizielle neapolitanische Historiographie eigentlich eröffnet wurde”).
The author, the Italian humanist
Bartolomeo Facio (also named Fazio:
1400- 1457), was one of three historians
whom Alfonso employed to record the
accomplishments of his dynasty—the
other two were Antonio Beccadelli
Panormita (1394-1471), and Lorenzo Valla
(1407-1457). Of these three works Facio's
stands out as the most thoroughly
researched and the most serious: see J.H.
Bentley, Humanism and political Thought in
Renaissance Naples (1987), p. 228). Facio
violently attacked Valla for reporting
unpleasant events about Alfonso's father,
Ferdinand I of Aragon, as well as other
members of the dynasty: e.g. Valla's
scandalous account of the sexual
problems of Alfonso's uncle, Martin the
Elder.
Alfonso was so pleased with Facio’s
laudatory work that he awarded him a
bonus of 500 ducats in addition to his
annual pension (see Fueter, loc. cit.).
Although we know that Facio composed
the ten books of this history between 1446
and 1455 (see Bentley, loc cit.), it was not
published until over a century later in the present edition. The editor, the
Venetian historian Giovanni Michele Bruto (c. 1515-1594), author of a popular
history of Florence (1562), based his text on manuscripts that he carefully collated
and emended, as he tells us on the title page (“summo studio vetustissimis
collatis exemplaribus emendati”).
§ Baudrier VIII, 297; Gültlingen V, no. 1435; Adams F209.
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10. [HIPPOCRATES] EROTIANUS. Vocum, quae apud Hippocratem sunt, collectio.
Cum annotationibus Bartholomaei Eustachii . . . Eiusdemque Libellus de Multitudine.
(Comm. Bartolomeo Eustachi). Venice: L. A. Giunta, 1566.
$1,250
4to, [20], 152 leaves [signature E misbound after signature G]; Giuntine lily device
on title, ornamental initials. Bound in handsome modern calf; small tear in title
page gutter not affecting text, a few dampstains and marginal worming;
contemporary ownership signature at foot of title, and late early 19th-century
rubber stamp of the literary historian Antonio Lombardi. (1768-1847: see below).
FIRST EDITION in Latin of the
glossary to Hippocrates by the firstcentury Greek grammarian Erotianus.
The work contains the earliest list of
the writings of Hippocrates, including
some now lost. The Greek text alone
had been printed as part of Henri
Estienne's
Dictionarium
Medicum
(1564).
This
Latin
translation,
accompanied with many passages in
the original Greek, is based on a
Vatican
Greek
manuscript
independent of Estienne's edition.
The translator, Bartolomeo Eustachi
(1520-1574), was a celebrated Italian
physician, author of the Opuscula
anatomica (1564), which contains
several
anatomical
discoveries,
including that of the Eustachian tube,
named after him. Eustachi has here
added an exhaustive commentary
based on the Greek text, which it cites
in the original; in appendix he has
added (ff. 128-152) the first edition of
his original tract De multitudine, describing the symptoms of plethora (i.e., an
excess of a bodily fluid, particularly blood).
Antonio Lombardi. (1768-1847), who owned this copy, was a Censor in the Este
Duchy of Modena; as a literary historian he was a major contributor to
Tiraboschi's classic Storia della letteratura italiana, as well as the author of a 4volume Storia della letteratura italiana nel secolo XVIII (1827), and other works.
§ Camerini, Annali dei Giunti, no. 699; Hoffmann II, 35; Durling 1387; Wellcome I,
2070; Adams E-927.
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The First Successful Greek Textbook Published in French
A Major Influence on Racine
11. [LANCELOT, Claude]. Nouvelle methode pour apprendre facilement la langue
greque: contenant les regles des declinaisons, etc. Paris: Antoine Vitré, for Pierre Le
Petit, 1655.
$975
8vo (185 x 122 mm), xxxix, [1], 574, [10] pp. Woodcut ornament on title.
Contemporary calf over boards; double gilt fillet around sides; five raised bands
on spine, five compartments with central floral gilt ornament, title gilt in second
compartment; apart from binding surface wear, a fine, large and very fresh copy
in its first binding of a book normally found in poor condition. On both pastedowns is the early ownership signature 'Arnault', repeated twice on title-page
with the addition of 'Port-Royal'.
FIRST EDITION of the Port-Royal Greek
grammar -- not to be confused with the
abridged version issued the same year. In
1626, a group of hermetic Jansenists took
over a vacant convent at Port-Royal. By
the 1650's, the community had evolved
into a renowned center for children's
schooling. The celebrated pedagogue
Claude Lancelot (1616-1695) was in charge
of teaching Greek and mathematics. The
present Greek grammar is the first
successful Greek textbook published in
French.
Until the 1640's, children learned Latin
and Greek through grammars written in
Latin, and by repeating phrases in these
languages themselves. Lancelot's Latin
textbook in 1644 and this Greek textbook
marked an important advance in the field
of education, the acceptance and use of
vernacular.
Although originally conceived to serve as
a textbook for the use of the Jansenists at Port-Royal, the book's fame rapidly
spread abroad, and editions succeeded one another with great rapidity until the
end of the 19th century; an English translation (by Thomas Nugent) appeared in
the mid-18th century, which itself became quite popular.
The most famous product of the Port-Royal "New Greek Method" was the great
dramatist Racine, who entered the Port-Royal school that very year (1655), and
whose strong dependence on Greek themes for the subjects of his tragedies has
been attributed to the influence of Lancelot: cf. R. C. Knight, Racine et la Grèce,
30ff.
§ Brunet IV, 117; Cioranescu 39932; Barbier III, 557; cf. Sandys II, 290.
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12. LAURARIO, Bartolomeo (ed.). Opusculum rarissimum q[uod] Refugium
aduocatorum Laurarium vocitatur. Venice: Bernardino Benali, 31 May 1516. $2,500
4to (210 x 155 mm), [6], LXX leaves (fol. IX and XXXXII misnumbered X and
XXXV); gothic type in double columns, large ornamental initials; two full-page
woodcut illustrations: the Flagellation of Christ (verso of t.p.), and the allegorical
Tree of Judgments (verso of fol. [6]). Early vellum-backed boards; renewed
endpapers; first two leaves of text lightly browned; water damage to extreme
outer fore-edges of last 20 leaves (far from text).

Only edition of this version of the classic collection of three early Renaissance
works on civil and criminal law known as the Refugium advocatorum ('The Refuge
of Lawyers'); it is the only one to be illustrated, as well as the only one edited by
the Paduan jurisconsult Bartolomeo Laurario (Bartholomeus Laurarius
Patavinus, active 15th-16th century), who includes a general preface and
introductions to each text. Laurario has in fact made the work very much his
own by even including the adjectival form of his name in the title: "A Most Rare
Work Which is Named the Laurarian Refuge of Lawyers."
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The collection, first published in 1510 at
Strassburg (VD16 O 276), consists of the
tracts In arborem iudiciorum (or iudiciariam),
by Giovanni Grassi (Joannes de Grassis: fl.
early 15th cent.), De formandis libellis, by
Hermannus de Bare (fl. early 15th cent.), and
the Summa de libellis formandis, by Odofredo
Denari (d. Bologna, 1265). The original
Strassburg editor was Georg Ubelin, to
whom the present Venice edition is often
erroneously attributed. Whilst the present
recension by Laurarius was never re-issued,
that of Ubelin was several times: Lyon 1513,
and Milan 1514, 1519 and 1522. All editions,
including the present, are quite rare.
The editions of this collection are variously
catalogued under the names of the editors,
or under the name of one of the three
authors represented; thus, the present
edition is found listed either s.v. Grassis or
Laurarius—or even, as stated above,
erroneously s.v. Georg Ubelin, who had
absolutely nothing to do with this edition.
The two woodcut plates represent, respectively, the Flagellation of Christ and the
allegorical Tree of Judgments—according to the description of the UCLA copy of
this edition, these plates are by Zoan Andrea (active c. 1475-1519), considered to be
the only known member of Mantegna’s engraving workshop; however, I have
found no concrete evidence for this attribution.
§ Sander 3881; Essling 1897 (with reproduction); USTC 833961; EDIT 16, 21614.
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With Contemporary Criticism of Molière
13. LE PAYS, René. Les nouvelles oeuvres. Paris: Charles de Sercy, 1672.

$850

Two parts in one volume, 12mo, [24], 237; [8], 279 pp. (with an extra title for part
II); woodcut ornaments on both titles, and as head- and tailpieces. Contemporary
vellum over boards; remains of two title-labels on spine.
FIRST EDITION of this collection of letters, poems, and chansons by the
notoriously mannered poet René Le Pays (1636-1690) whose appeal was almost
entirely limited to a female readership—as evidenced by the addressees of the
pieces, most of which are dedicated to anonymous "Mesdames" or "Damoiselles"
often (but not always) identified by their initials only.
Le Pays was met with quite a different reception with his male audience; thus
Boileau referred to him as a “pleasant buffoon,”a judgment that Le Pays accepts
graciously from the great literary critic, and forms the subject of an entire letter
(Second part, second book, first letter: pp. 133-136), in which he argues that
despite Boileau’s satirical remark, he will continue to compose verse, for, after
all, “Molière is not grieved to see wretched clowns on stage, nor does it displease
Le Brun that the realm is filled with ignorant painters.”

This first edition was published in partnership among three publishers, and is
consequently found with three different imprints: Claude Barbin, Denys Thierry,
and Charles de Sercy (as here).
§ Brunet III, 990; Quérard, La France littéraire V, p. 185.
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The First "Pocket-Size" Edition: With a Distinguished Provenance
14. LUCRETIUS CARUS, Titus. De rerum natura libri sex. Lyon: S. Gryphius,
1546.
$1,800
16mo (114 x 70 mm), 277 pp., [1] blank leaf; woodcut Gryphius device on title;
ornamental initials; ruled in red throughout. Late 16th-century tan calf, double
gilt filet round sides, at centers are stamped in gilt the arms of the famous
bibliophile Paul Pétau (1568-1614: see below) and his gilt motto: "Non est mortale
quod op[to]"; spine with four raised bands, title gilt in second compartment, with
Pétau's gilt monogram in the other four, spelling out P.E.T.A.V.; inside upper
cover is the modern red leather bookplate of the distinguished bibliophile Michel
Wittock; joints worn in places; gilding of arms on upper cover dulled.

This charming (and quite rare) little Gryphius volume has the distinction of
being the first true "pocket edition" (114 x 70 mm.) of Lucretius's first-century B.C.
didactic epic On the Nature of Things, a poetic exposition of the Epicurean system
of philosophy, including the Atomic Theory.
This copy was bound for the celebrated bibliophile Paul Pétau (1568-1614), friend
of the astronomer Peiresc and Conseiller of the Paris Parlement, with his arms and
motto stamped in gilt on both covers, as well as his monogram stamped in gilt in
four spine compartments: Guigard, Nouvel armorial du bibliophile II, p. 393-4.
§ Baudrier VIII, 208-209; Gordon, Bibliography of Lucretius, 201; Adams L-1656.
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The Elusive First Edition of a Popular Culinary Classic
15. [MASSIALOT, François]. Le Cuisinier roïal et bourgeois, qui apprend a ordonner
toute sorte de Repas, & la meilleure maniere de Ragoûts les plus à la mode & les plus
exquis. Paris: [Laurent Rondet, for] Charles de Sercy, 1691.
$2,750
12mo, [20], 505, [47] pp.; woodcut printer's device on title; woodcut head- and
tailpieces. Contemporay calf, five raised bands on spine, with gilt floral tooling in
the compartments; surface wear, joints cracked but solid; internally fine with
occasional dampstains.
The elusive FIRST EDITION of Massialot's culinary classic: besides four copies in
European Libraries, OCLC locates only two copies in U.S. institutional libraries:
The Morgan and IndianaU. Copies of this first edition very rarely appear on the
market, and I have been unable to trace one at auction over the past fifty years.
The book’s rarity may be accounted for by copies being literally used up through
constant manipulation and consultation of its recipes.
The work is divided into two main sections: 1. A detailed list of menus
appropriate for each month of the year; 2. 'Instruction en forme de dictionnaire,'
consisting of detailed recipes for all imaginable dishes, arranged alphabetically
from 'Abbatis' (game) to 'Vives' (sting-fish).
François Massialot (1660-1733) was a French chef who served as chef de cuisine to
various noble houses, including Philippe I, Duke of Orléans, brother of Louis
XIV, and his son Philippe II, Duke of Orléans.
§ Cagle 316; Vicaire 573.
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16. NEMOURS, Marie d'Orléans, duchesse de (1625-1707). Memoires de
M.L.D.D.N., contenant ce qui s'est passé de plus particulier en France pendant la
Guerre de Paris, jusqu'à la prison du Cardinal de Retz, arrivée en 1652. Avec les differens
caracteres des personnes, qui ont eu part à cette Guerre. (Ed. Marie Jeanne Lhéritier de
Villandon). Cologne [i.e. Paris]: N. pr., 1709.
$450
12mo, [8], 280, [10] pages; title-page printed in red and
black. Contemporary calf, back gilt; considerable
surface wear, but solid; on the front free endpaper is a
long note in French in a late 18th-century hand about
the provenance of this copy.
FIRST EDITION of the memoirs of Marie d'Orléans,
Duchesse de Nemours (1625-1707), published
posthumously two years after her death by the novelist
Marie Jeanne Lhéritier de Villandon (1664-1734).
These memoirs are important for not only
corroborating, but also completing the Memoirs of the
Cardinal de Retz about the French civil war known as
The Fronde. (It may be mentioned that the editor, Mlle
Lhéritier de Valadon, was the niece of Charles Perrault,
the author of the celebrated collection of classic
children's tales.).
§ Cioranescu 50946 (and cf. 43387).
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With Interesting Manuscript Additions
17. PEPIN, Guillaume. Sermonu[m] D[omi]nicaliu[m] totius anni: tum de epistolis:
tum de evangeliis ... Pars prima [secunda]. Paris: [Jean Petit, for] Claude Chevallon,
June 1526.
$1,750
Two parts in one volume, 8vo, [4] leaves, 256 pp.; [6] leaves, 271 pp., [1] leaf
(blank); both title pages printed in red and black large gothic; Chevallon's
publisher's device [Renouard 176] on both titles and at the end; text printed in
gothic type in double columns; woodcut criblé initials. Contemporary boards
covered with a vellum leaf of an early manuscript; portions of backstrip and rear
cover peeled off; six pages (=both pastedowns and two blank leaves at the end)
contain a lengthy manuscript Latin sermon in a 16th-century hand; on the recto
of the front binder's blank is a medical recipe in Italian, also in a contemporary—
but different—hand, for a remedy against scabies (see below).

Exceptionally rare edition of the Sunday
sermons on the Gospels and Epistles by
Guillaume Pepin (d. 1533), a celebrated
Dominican Professor of Theology at Evreux;
Pépin achieved such prestige in the early
sixteenth century that his name was made into
a verb, pepinare (to "Pepinize"), meaning to
deliver an elegant oration: the popular saying
was, "nescit praedicare qui nescit Pepinare"
("He who does not know how to Pepinize does
not know how to sermonize").
Pepin's Sunday Sermons were first issued in
1523 (N.B. since the privilege of the 1523 edition
is dated '29 août 1519' some copies are
erroneously misdated 1519 based on this
privilege, thus creating a bibliographic ghost.)
The present second edition is exceptionally
rare, and there appears to be no copy located in
any American collection. The two parts, each with its own title page, are
not always found together; thus, the USTC lists them separately (see
reference below). It should be mentioned that some copies are known with
Jean Petit's device on their title pages.
On the recto of the front binder's blank is an Italian 6-line manuscript in a
16th-century hand of a medical recipe for producing a compound designed
to prevent scabies. In addition, both pastedowns and four blank pages at
the end are filled with a closely-written manuscript Latin sermon, also in a
16th-century (but different) hand.
§ Moreau III, no. 1075; USTC 209515 and 181037; James K. Farge, Biographical
Register of Paris Doctors of Theology, 1500-1536, p. 366.
See additional photos on the next page !
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No. 21 : Italian medical recipe manuscript

No. 17 : Manuscript Latin sermon
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A Landmark Edition
18. PERSIUS & JUVENAL. A. Persii Satyrarum liber I. D. Iunii Iuvenalis Satyrarum
lib. V. Sulpiciae Satyra I. Cum veteribus commentariis nunc primum editis. (Ed. Pierre
Pithou). Paris: Mamert Patisson, at the press of Robert Estienne, 1585.
$1,250
8vo, [10], 302, [10] pp. Estienne device on title;
foliated initial and ornamental headpiece at
beginning. 17th-century polished calf, double gilt
fillet round sides, five raised bands on spine, gilt
floral tools in the compartments; title label missing
from second compartment; all edges gilt; a fine
copy with some wear to corners and joints of
binding; a few scattered underscorings and
marginalia in an early hand.
First Pithou edition of Juvenal and Persius,
including for the first time the ancient scholia and
glosses on both authors.
Pierre Pithou (1539-1596), the ablest scholar in
France after Scaliger (cf. Sandys II, 192), was
enabled to publish these improved texts thanks to
a 9th-century manuscript (written in the
Benedictine abbey of Lorsch) given to him by his
brother François; this manuscript, which is today
our oldest and best textual source for the two
satirists, is now at Montpellier, and is still commonly known as the "Codex
Pithoeanus," after its first editor.
§ Renouard, Estienne, 186: 2; Schweiger 710; M. H. Morgan, A Bibliography of
Persius, no. 195; cf. G. Highet, Juvenal the Satirist, pp. 207-208, 320; Schreiber 258.
Homer and Virgil Compared
19. RAPIN, René. Observations sur les poèmes d'Homère et de Virgile. Paris:
Thomas Jolly, D. Thierry, Claude Barbin, 1669.
$1,250
12mo, [8] leaves, 190, [1] pages; woodcut device on title, two woodcut initials and
headpieces. Contemporary calf, five raised bands on spine, five

compartments with gilt ornament, title gilt in second compartment;
binding with surface wear, spine extremities defective and corners worn,
front joint cracked but solid.

Very rare comparative study of the epics of Homer and Virgil published
anonymously by the Jesuit poet and literary critic René Rapin (1621-1687), friend
of Boileau, Racine, Mme de Sévigné, et al. Rapin originally delivered the work as
a lecture in August 1667 and it was first printed in a briefer 50-page publication
in 1668 with title: Discours académique sur la comparaison entre Virgile et Homère.
The present is a considerably altered and augmented edition, with a new
dedicatory preface. It was reprinted in 1674 (misdated 1664) under the title
Comparaison des poèmes d'Homère et de Virgile, and identified on its title as
"troisième édition." Finally, in 1670 and 1672 appeared in London an English
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translation by John Davies (c. 1627-1693): Observations on the poems of Homer and
Virgil : a discourse representing the excellencies of those works; and the perfections in
general of all heroick action.

All three French editions are remarkably scarce: thus, no copy of the 1668 or the
present 1669 edition may be located in America; of the third edition of 1674 there
is a copy at the the U. of CA. Irvine; on the other hand, the 1672 English version is
well represented in American collections.
On the binder's blank facing the title page an 18th-century reader has copied the
text of Voltaire's essay on epic poets, dated 1731, which cites not only Homer and
Virgil, but also Tasso and Milton. Here is the opening stanza:
Plein de beautés et de défauts,
Le vieil Homère a mon estime;
Il est comme tous ses héros,
Babillard, outré, mais sublime.
('Replete with beauties but also faults, ancient Homer has my admiration; he is
like all his heroes: a pratler, extravagant but sublime').
§ Cioranescu 58284; De Backer-Sommervogel VI, 1448.
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20. PLINY THE YOUNGER [PLINIUS CAECILIUS SECUNDUS, Caius].
Epist. libri IX. Eiusdem et Traiani Imp. amoebaeae epist. Panegyricus Traiano dictus.
Panegyrici alii, aliis impp. dicti, a Latino Pacato, Mamertino, Nazario. (Ed. H.
Estienne). [Geneva: Henri Estienne, 1581].
$1,250
Two volumes, 16mo (117 x 70 mm), 28, [20], 413 pp., [1] blank leaf; 330 pp., [2]
blank leaves. Estienne device [Schreiber 16] on title 17th-century red morocco,
two concentric frames of triple gilt fillets, gilt fleurons at corners of inner frame,
at centers the gilt monogram 'DM' (= De Mesgrigny: see below); all edges gilt;
flat spines divided into six compartments with gilt rosette in five compartments
and gilt title in the second; all edges gilt; wear to corners and spine extremities;
short clean tear at head of first leaf of second volume, and light marginal
dampstains in that same volume. Prize inscription dated 1666 in first volume (see
below), with signature of recipient (De Mesgrigny: see below) on title page and
upper margin of second volume; later bookplate in first volume, with inscription
dated 1809, of the French historian Emile-René du Crêst de Villeneuve.

First edition by Henri Estienne of the Letters of Pliny the Younger. Estienne has
added a lengthy 26-page preface followed by his 14-page translations and
identification of Pliny's Greek quotations. The second volume consists of a
collection of ancient Latin panegyrics.
An inscription on the front binder 's blank records that this set was awarded in to
the 13-year old Joseph-Ignace-Jean-Baptiste de Mesgrigny as first prize in Latin
prose; the inscription is dated Paris, 3 August 1666, and signed by the Jesuit
scholar Philippe Briet (1601-1668), with the seal of the Collège de Paris. De
Mesgrigny (1653 -1726) was to become a noted French Capuchin theologian who
was appointed Bishop of Grasse by the King, an office he filled for the last fifteen
years of his life.
This is the first issue of this rare edition without date or printer's name on title; a
second issue was dated 1581 with Henri Estienne's name as printer.
§ Renouard 148:4; Schweiger 805 ("selten"); not in Adams.
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The First Book Illustrated by Rubens
21. RUBENS, Philippe. Electorum libri II. Antwerp: Plantin-Moretus, 1608.
4to, [8] leaves, 124 pp., [2] leaves. Engraved Plantin device on title, woodcut
device at the end. With four double-page engraved plates and two smaller
engravings in the text. Contemporary vellum over boards; binding somewhat
dust-soiled; edges of upper margins of some preliminary leaves browned (far
from text); overall a fine, tall copy. Inside front cover are two bookplates: 'Ig. van
Bavegem', and 'Joseph J. Morrow'.
$2,900
FIRST EDITION of a work on Roman antiquities and literature by Peter Paul
Rubens's older brother Philippe Rubens (1574-1611), archaeologist and classical
scholar. The work is illustrated with engravings after drawings by Peter Paul
Rubens, and is the first book to contain illustrations by the great artist.

Although Rubens designed the title pages of many books, only a small handful
(seven or eight) are known to contain illustrations after his drawings, and
Philippe Rubens's Electorum libri II is the earliest of these. The book contains five
illustrations engraved by Cornelis Galle after drawings by Rubens, depicting
ancient Roman dress, athletic events, and religious articles; Rubens copied these
from ancient reliefs and statues in Rome: for a detailed discussion of the classical
sources for these five engravings, see M. van der Meulen, Petrus Paulus Rubens
Antiquarius (Utrecht 1975), pp. 78-80, note 31.
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The second part, "Ad Iustum Lipsium poematia," consists of poems which
Philippe dedicated to his teacher, the great Flemish humanist Justus Lipsius,
whose favorite pupil he had been; it includes an elegy on the death of Lipsius,
which occurred two years previously, in 1606.
The work closes with a long and very interesting poem, "Ad Petrum Paullum
Rubenum navigantem," addressed by Philippe to his younger brother, wishing
him a safe sailing to Italy; it includes a reference to Peter Paul's artistic talent,
equal to that of the renowned 4th-century BC Greek painter Apelles.
§ Funck 238 and 387; M. Rooses, L'Oeuvre de Rubens V, 115-116; Held, Rubens and
the Book, 173-174; see also A. Frauendorfer, "Rubens als Buchillustrator," in
Philobiblon 12 (1940), 123-133.
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22. SAINT-JULIEN, Pierre de. Meslanges historiques et recueils de diverses matières
pour la pluspart paradoxalles, & neantmoins vrayes. Lyon: B. Rigaud, 1588.
$950
8vo, [32], 702 pp., [1] leaf (errata); [1] folding genealogical table; two woodcut
coats of arms; woodcut initials. 18th-century speckled boards, leather label on
spine titled in gilt; front joint cracked but solid; red edges. The Yemeniz copy,
with his bookplate (no. 2177 in the Yemeniz sale catalogue, Paris 1867); later
owned by Comte Chappaz de La Prat (1899-1968), with his usual small red and
green armorial stamps on the title, and the tiny red stamp repeated on the first
text leaf and on the final errata leaf; an 18th-century owner has corrected the text
throughout according to the final leaf of errata, and has added a 4-page
manuscript index at the end, as well as a 13-line note about the volume's content
on the front binder's blank.
FIRST EDITION of this collection of 25
miscellaneous essays consisting predominantly
of the history and genealogies of royal and noble
houses and dynasties, enlivened by curious and
entertaining behind-the-scenes anecdotes.
The author, Pierre de Saint-Julien de Balleure
(1519-1593), describes his topics as "paradoxalles",
an epithet which he explains by defining
paradoxe as a truth that, because it goes against
what is generally believed—or was not before
known—may strike the reader as astounding.
Besides the purely historical and genealogical
subjects Saint-Julien includes a few on religious
matters: e.g. a chapter on Faith (pp. 114-160), one
on people who address God impertinently with
the familiar form Toi (pp. 161-166), etc.
Several of the chapters concern the history and
genealogies of Burgundian families—SaintJulien himself was a member of a prestigious
Burgundian family which forms the subject of
one of the chapters (pp. 401-446), including a description of its coat-of-arms
illustrated with a woodcut. It should be mentioned that the author's best-known
work is a history of the Burgundians: De l’origine des Bourgongnons, et antiquité des
estats de Bourgongne (1581).
A major chapter concerns Hugh Capet, the first king of the Franks and founder
of the Capetian dynasty; this section (pp. 216-261), which has its own separate
title-page and is illustrated with a folding genealogical table, had already been
published as a monograph in 1585: Discours et paradoxe de l'origine de Hugues Capet,
here printed with a few revisions and additions.
§ Cioranesco 20241; Baudrier III, 409; Gültlingen XII, no. 1279.
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Proving the Existence of God by Cartesian Science
23. [SALLO, Denis de, sieur de la Coudraye]. Traitez de metaphysique, demontrée
selon la methode des geometres. Paris: André Pralard, 1693.
$1,150
12mo, [16] leaves, 220 pp., [1] leaf.; woodcut device on title page, woodcut headand tailpieces and initials. Contemporary calf, spine with five raised bands, gilt
floral designs in the compartments; joints, corners and head and foot of spine
worn; early ownership signature on title: "ex libris Borraud".
FIRST EDITION, first issue (the second is dated 1694) of this anonymous treatise
of metaphysics, specifically on proving God's existence and attributes, and His
role in every aspect of man and the world. In his preface the author states that he
has recourse to the scientific method, more precisely, the science of geometry,
because he is not aware of any other means of arriving with certainty at what is
really true, such as, e.g., the existence of God or of man.
The author bases his proofs on the philosophy of
Descartes, whose Méditations he quotes (p. 28), and also
of Malebranche, whose Recherche de la vérité he refers to
in his preface (fol. a12 ). It is quite evident that the
author relied quite heavily on these two authors,
especially the former, as may be seen, e.g., in his
paraphrase of Descartes' famous proposition "Cogito
ergo sum" ("I think therefore I am") to prove his—and
therefore man's—existence: thus he states (p. 73), "Je
pense, puisque je doute si je suis, et je ne puis douter,
sans penser actuallement. Or je ne puis penser, sans que
j'existe, le néant n'aïant aucunes proprietés. Donc il est
si cetrtain que l'esprit existe, qu'on ne peut douter de
son existence"; and on p. 5 the author uses the same
proposition to prove the existence of God: "Il est
evident qu'il y a un Dieu. On ne peut penser à aucun
être, s'il n'existe actuellement ... le néant n'aïant point
de de proprietez" ("It is evident that there is a God, for
one cannot think of any being unless he actually exists
... nothingness not having any properties.")
r

This rare anonymous work, which circulated under the name 'La Coudraye', has
been variously attributed to the theologian Henri Lelevel (1655-1705), author of
another similar work (Vraie et la fausse métaphysique, 1694), and, more
convincingly, to Denis de Sallo, sieur de la Coudraye (1626-1669), founder of the
Journal des Savants, the first European literary and scientific periodical. It may
also be mentioned that, apparently due to a confusion of names, in the Paris BnF
catalogue and elsewhere, this work is attributed to the French politician and
navy officer François-Célestin de Loynes de La Coudraye, whose dates (1743-1815)
make his authorship chronologically impossible.
Very rare: apart from a handful of copies in European collections, only one copy
may be located in an American library (UCLA).
§ Barbier, Dictionnaire des ouvrages anonymes IV, p. 812 (the 1694 edition).
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A Rare First Edition of an Important Roman Legal Text
24. SALVIUS JULIANUS & RANCHIN, Guillaume. Edictum perpetuum a Salvio
Juliano Iurisc. compositum. A Gulielmo Ranchino ... restitutum [WITH] RANCHIN, G.
Variarum lectionum libri tres. Paris: Adrian Perier, at the Plantin Shop, 1597. $1,250
Two parts in one volume, 8vo, I. [14] leaves, 78 pages, [1] blank leaf; woodcut
printer's device on title page; woodcut headpieces and initials; printed marginal
notes. II. [6] leaves, 88, and 80 pages; woodcut printer's device on title page;
woodcut headpieces and initials. The three parts bound together in 17th-century
calf, single gilt fillet round sides, three raised bands on spine, gilt armorial tool in
three compartments representing a soaring eagle within a crowned escutcheon;
red morocco lettering piece stamped in gilt in second compartment; some wear
to corners and joints, but solid; some light foxing at beginning and end.
FIRST EDITION of the definitive establishment of the praetorian edicts as
revised by the 2nd-century Roman jurist Salvius Julianus on the instructions of
Emperor Hadrian. This final revision, henceforth known as Edictum Perpetuum,
now became permanent, and the right of the praetors to modify it was abolished.
The text of this important first edition is edited by Guillaume Ranchin (1559-1605),
French jurist and professor of law in Montpellier, who has added his comments
printed in the outer margins.
The second part, with separate title page, with same imprint and date, titled
Variarum lectionum libri tres, consists of Ranchin's miscellaneous brief essays on
various legal themes and classical texts.
This first edition is of considerable rarity; in American collections there appear to
be only three locations: Harvard Law, Emory, and Enoch Pratt Free Library.
§ USTC 146571; BMSTC French, p. 247; not in Adams; see David M. Walker, The
Oxford Companion to Law (1980), pp. 393 and 1101.
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Rare French Biography of Torquato Tasso
2 5. [TASSO, Torquato] CHARNES, Jean-Antoine de. La Vie du Tasse. Paris:
Etienne Michallet, 1690.
$950
12mo, [11] leaves (including engraved portrait), 271, [1] pp., [3] leaves; woodcut
printer's monogram 'M' on title page. Contemporary mottled calf, back gilt in
compartments, five raised bands on spine; head of spine and corners worn; early
signature on title page ('miremont'), with notations in the same hand (see below);
overall a fine copy in its first, well-preserved binding.
FIRST EDITION of this Life of Torquato Tasso, generally attributed to Jean
Antoine de Charnes (1641-1728), clergyman and satirist, author of a French
translation of the Spanish picaresque novel Lazarillo de Tormes (1678), a critique of
Madame de La Fayette's novel La Princesse de Clèves (1679), and satirical Dialogues
des animaux (1703); the Abbé de Charnes was also the editor of a periodical for
wine lovers, Nouvelles de l'Ordre de la Boisson.
The author based this Life of Tasso in part on the earliest biography of the poet,
Vita di Torquato Tasso (Venice, 1620), by Giovanni Battista Manso (1569-1645), who
was a friend and patron of the poet who celebrated him in his masterpiece,
Gerusalemme Liberata.
The contemporary owner of this copy, who signed his name ('miremont') on the
title-page, has added three inscriptions: one on the front binder's blank in which
he identifies De Charnes as the work's author, one at the head of the dedicatory
epistle where he identifies the dedicatee's initials ('Mr G.A.D.N.') as "Mons.
Graverol, Advocat de Nismes" (presumably the French Protestant theologian
Jean Graverol [1647-1730]), and one at the end of the epistle where he identifies
the initials of the signature ('D.C.D.D.V.') as those of De Charnes: "L'Abbé de
Charnes, doyen du chapitre de Villeneuve pres d'Avignon, academicien de
Nismes".
§ Cioranescu 18751; Barbier IV, 1014 (with wrong date).
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26. VERNIER, Benoît. Magnum & universale concilium ecclesiae militantis super
veritate divinissimi Eucharistiae sacramenti. Quod instar sacrosancti concilii Niceni,
trecentis decem & octo patribus orthodoxis constat. Paris: S. Nivelle, 1554.
$1,450
8vo, 106, [6] leaves; woodcut illustrations on title of printed Scripture texts within
scrolls; two woodcut illustrations in the text; two large criblé woodcut initials.
Partly recased in its contemporary limp vellum (the original damaged vellum
covers are mounted on modern vellum), with new endpapers; internally a fine
copy.
FIRST EDITION of a chronological
listing up to the year 1493 of the
opinions of the Church Fathers and
later theologians on the sacrament of
the Holy Eucharist. Of bibliographical
interest is the fact that several authors
of the 15th century (e.g. Angelus de
Clavasio, Albertus de Eyb, Johannes
de Lapide, Baptista Mantuanus, et al.)
are mentioned with titles and dates of
their works from which the quotations
are taken.
Nothing much is known about the
author who identifies himself in his
dedicatory preface to Johannes a
Monte as, "frater Benedictus Vernierus
divi Sulpicii Bituricensis pauper
monachus" = 'Brother Benoît Vernier,
poor monk of Saint Sulpicius of
Bourges.'
With a remarkable title consisting of
woodcuts and printed Scripture texts
within scrolls; at the beginning of the text proper a woodcut of the Holy
Eucharist, and at the end a woodcut showing a king and four religious figures
holding a printed 'conclusio' above their heads.
A very rare work surviving in a small handful of copies, including one in
America (Catholic University). The text was reprinted only once, at Cologne in
1561, in an edition even rarer than this first (see VD16, V 853).
§ Adams V577.
See two additional illustrations on next page!
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